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not be the best quantitative description of data. As this uncertainty propagates into model 72 predictions, Gross & Feudel (2006) and Adamson & Morozov (2012) proposed approaches 73 based on generic (partially-specified) models. These generalized models avoid the issue 74 of structural sensitivity and are useful to draw widely applicable conclusions in theoretical 75 studies (Gross et al., 2009) . However, such models hardly consider non-equilibrium dynamics 76 (Kuehn & Gross, 2013) and tell nothing about the existence of alternative stable states, two 77 important characteristics of living systems (Fussmann et al., 2000; Scheffer et al., 2012) that 78 can be affected by structural sensitivity (Aldebert et al., 2016b) . 79 In this study, we suggest an alternative way to deal with structural sensitivity that 80 applies to systems with non-equilibrium dynamics and alternative stable states. Structural 81 sensitivity has only been studied in theoretical population models, where population growth 82 is logistic for the prey and proportional to the feeding rate for the predator. So, one may think 83 that structural sensitivity is a problem of oversimplified models. We test this hypothesis by 84 presenting the first study on structural sensitivity in ecosystem models (sensu with explicit 85 resource dynamics) that include various level of details to describe individual metabolism.
86
Modelling individual metabolism requires to add processes and create model sensitivity 87 to their formulation. Mechanistic formulations of metabolic processes can be derived from 88 Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) theory (Kooijman, 2010; Jusup et al., 2017) . This reduc-89 tionist theory focuses on the individual level, as it allows to make easy mass and energy 90 budgets. As a consequence, the formulation of metabolic processes is constrained by the 91 4 laws of thermodynamics. Another advantage of DEB theory is that it provides a level of 92 abstraction that allows generalization to many living organisms.
93
To test whether structural sensitivity is a result of model oversimplification, we focus on a 94 predator-prey system of dividing unicellular organisms living in a chemostat-like environment 95 (figure 1a). This system is modelled using different functional responses (figure 1b) and levels 96 of metabolic details (figure 1c). For the metabolism, we consider a predator-prey model 97 based on DEB theory (Kooi & Kooijman, 1994b ) that describes chemostat experiments 98 and includes two buffers between feeding and population growth: an energy reserve and 99 maintenance costs. These two features are neglected at limit cases of this model, leading 100 to three simpler models: Droop (1973) , Marr-Pirt (Marr et al., 1963) and Monod (1942) 101 models. Thus, these four models are nested within the framework of DEB theory.
102
Next section presents the nested predator-prey models. Then, their predictions are ana- To model predation, we consider the next three functions (figure 1b):
where X is prey biomass, j · XAm is the maximum assimilation rate and j · XAm /K · is the 110 function slope at 0. The classical Holling functional response F H assumes that a predator 111 splits its activity between searching and handling prey (Holling, 1965) . It is equivalent to Figure 1 . Sketch of the study. We compare predictions of predator-prey system in a chemostat-like environment (a) modelled with one of three mathematical functions (color, "acceptable range" is the 95 % confidence interval of a non-parametric kernel regression) to model predation (b) and one of four nested models to model individual metabolism (c).
6 digestion (Ivlev, 1955 prey system living an environment described by a chemostat:
(2)
The prey (structure X 1 and scaled reserve density e 1 ) feeds on an inorganic resource (con-124 centration X 0 ) and is eaten by a predator (structure X 2 and scaled reserve density e 2 ), simplifies into the following three-dimensional system based on Marr-Pirt model:
Droop and Monod models are specific cases of the DEB and Marr-Pirt models respectively,
138
wherek 1 M =k 2 M = 0, i.e. maintenance costs are neglected for both species. To get a global picture of model predictions, we focus on the type of predicted asymp-141 totic dynamics (the state that the system will reach after a sufficient amount of time) like 142 species survival and equilibrium situation vs. predator-prey oscillations. A qualitative change 143 between asymptotic dynamics, like a species extinction or the onset of predator-prey oscil-144 lations, occurs at a threshold on parameter values called bifurcation (Kuznetsov, 2004) .
145
Bifurcations that correspond to a sudden collapse or transition to an alternative state of resources is an open way of research. Another open way is to check that our guidance on the 281 use of predator-prey models holds for parameter values that describe data for a wide range 282 of species, which would be a critical advance toward more accurate predictions in ecology.
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